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Abstract
Punctual timing constraints are important in formal modeling of safety-critical
real-time systems. But they are very expensive to express in dense time. In
most cases, punctuality and dense-time lead to undecidability. E↵orts have
been successful to obtain decidability; but the results are either non-primitive
recursive or nonelementary. In this paper we propose an interval temporal logic
which can express quantitative temporal constraints and punctuality timing constraints over continuous intervals and has a reasonable complexity. Our logic
allows most specifications that are interesting in practice, and retains punctuality. It can capture the semantics of both events and states, and incorporates
the notions duration and accumulation. We call this logic ESDL (the acronym
stands for Event- and State-based Duration Logic). We show that the satisfiability problem is decidable, and the complexity of the satisfiability problem
is NEXPTIME. ESDL is one of a few decidable interval temporal logics with
metric operators. Through some case studies, we also show that ESDL can
specify many safety-critical real-time system properties which were previously
specified by undecidable interval logics or their decidable reductions based on
some abstractions.
Keywords: safety-critical systems, punctuality timing constraints, temporal
logics, decidability, tableau systems

1. Introduction
Formal modeling of real-time requirements is crucial in analysing safetycritical systems. Among these, punctuality 1 properties constitute an important
part of the real-time requirements. There have been various modeling paradigms
to make this analysis mathematically possible. Two main approaches for modeling time are dense/continous modeling of time and discrete time models [1].
1 A punctuality property states, for example, that an event/state B follows an event/state
A in exactly 3 seconds.
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Discrete time points provide an advantage in terms of obtaining decidability
and reasonable complexity; but they are not natural ways of modeling real-time
systems. On the other hand, dense/continuous time domains mainly lead to
undecidability for punctuality properties [2]. Indeed, until recently researchers
thought that any linear-time temporal logic which can express punctuality properties is undecidable [3]. There have been recent attempts to obtain decidability;
but the results are either non-primitive recursive or nonelementary [4, 5, 3]. In
a recent study an EXPSPACE complexity is found [3] for a fragment of ML;
but the resulting logic has some restrictions.
These reported results are important, but they are not sufficient because
complexities of these logics are still very high to use them in the formal analysis
of real-time systems. An alternative approach is to relax density/continuity, and
use feasible time models (e.g. discrete); but in this approach we cannot capture
exact system behaviour. This is an important limitation in real-time system
study. In particular, safety-cricital systems should be designed and analysed
according to exact specifications; but we cannot achieve this using simple time
models. Therefore, a realistic (i.e. dense or continuous) modeling of time should
be used.
One aim of this paper is to tackle these issues. We propose a logic, called
ESDL (the acronym stands for Event- and State-based Duration Logic), which
can express punctuality timing constraints over continuous-time intervals. The
proposed logic is decidable, and has a reasonable complexity.
Another design choice is to choose between points (instants) or intervals for
modeling time. The interval-based scheme provides a richer representation formalism than the point-based scheme to specify continuous processes and temporal statements; for example, intervals can support uncertain temporal relations
between real world events, which the point-base scheme cannot support [6].
Quite to the contrary, interval temporal logics, such as , e.g. ITL [7], RTIL
[8], TILCO [9], DC [10], NL [11], PNL [12], are more likely to be undecidable.
In the literature, various methods have been proposed to achieve decidability
for interval logics. However, most of these methods, such as translating interval logics into discrete or sampled time, cause some syntactic and semantic
restrictions. For this reason, we use intervals as primitive objects of time models. Unlike many other interval logics, we do not apply any abstraction to time
models, and we therefore try to minimise semantic restrictions. Yet, we can still
acquire decidability and a reasonable complexity.
One important design paradigm is to choose between events and states 2 . A
formal method should cover both event-based and state-based views in order
to model the behaviour of real-time systems more accurately. In early phases
2 Consider the sentences “John wrote the letter”, and “John worked on the letter”. The
former reports an event, while the latter reports an ongoing process or state-types. The
sentences which describe state-types have the property that whenever they are true over an
interval I, they are true over every subinterval of I. Other sentences describing completed
events have the property that whenever they are true over an interval I, they are false over
some subinterval of I.
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of system development, requirements are usually provided less formally; it is
therefore more convenient to specify them with event-based formalisms; on the
other hand, in later and implementation stages, state-based methods are more
convenient, because programming languages are generally state-based [13]. Most
temporal logics employed for the specification of real-time systems, however, do
not support both methods. They are either event-based or state-based. For this
reason, incorporating both views in a temporal logic in a way that it can be used
in specifying real-time system properties is an important research subject in this
area. In this paper, we consider both views, and therefore introduce both event
and state types in the syntax of ESDL to have more accurate representation of
real-time systems.
Another important feature of ESDL is that it incorporates the notion of duration, denoting the length of a state (or an event), and accumulation, denoting
the total duration of a state. These notions are useful for reasoning about time
durations of dynamic systems.
We show that the satisfiability problem of ESDL is decidable. We provide a
complexity bound for satisfiability, showing that this problem can be solved in
NEXPTIME. We also propose a tableau based decision procedure.
Due to its unique syntax ESDL is di↵erent from known logics in the literature, which makes this logic interesting to explore (see Section 3.3 for a
more detailed discussion). Although ESDL is computationally feasible, it can
properly specify important real-time system properties, including punctuality.
Actually, we apply ESDL to well-known mine pump [14] and gas burner systems [10], and introduce two verification techniques to check the correctness of
ESDL properties. Both systems were studied with some decidable variants of
DC [14, 15, 16]; but these variants are based on some abstractions. Since ESDL
is defined over genuine continuous intervals, it can capture the system behaviour
more accurately.
The plan of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we will discuss intervals
and their relations. In Section 3 the syntax and semantics of ESDL will be
presented. In Section 4 we will present the tableau method devised to analyze
the complexity of ESDL. In Section 5 we apply the logic ESDL to some safetycritical systems, and analyse the verification problem. In Section 6 we will give
some concluding remarks, and discuss some future work.
2. Intervals and Their Relations
In the rest of the paper we represent intervals as pairs of interval bounds
which take real numbers. More formally we say that an interval is a pair
[t1 , t2 ] such that t1 , t2 2 R and t1  t2 . We denote the set of all intervals
{[t1 , t2 ] : t1  t2 ^ t1 , t2 2 R} by I, and we use letters I, J, ..., as intervals.
It can be simply observed that intervals may be punctual. Intervals can be
considered as a closed, bounded, convex and non-empty subset of the real line.
Here, we also define the functions beg and end return the beginning and
end points of an interval, respectively. For example, beg([t1 , t2 ]) returns t1 and
end(J) returns t2 .
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In [6] Allen introduced thirteen well-known di↵erent binary relations between
intervals on a linear ordering, which are before, meets, overlaps, starts, during,
finishes, equals, finished by, includes, started by, overlapped by, met by and after.
Given two time intervals J and J 0 , their relative positions can be described by
exactly one of the elements of the set of thirteen basic interval relations. Namely,
J before J 0 is denoted by Rb (J, J 0 ); J after J 0 is denoted by Rb (J, J 0 ); J meets
J 0 is denoted by Rm (J, J 0 ); J met-by J 0 is denoted by Rm (J, J 0 ); J overlaps J 0
is denoted by Ro (J, J 0 ); J overlapped-by J 0 is denoted by Ro (J, J 0 ); J during
J 0 is denoted by Rd (J, J 0 ); J includes J 0 is denoted by Rd (J, J 0 ); J starts J 0 is
denoted by Rs (J, J 0 ); J started-by J 0 is denoted by Rs (J, J 0 ); J finishes J 0 is
denoted by Rf (J, J 0 ); J finished-by J 0 is denoted by Rf (J, J 0 ); and J equals J 0
is denoted by Re (J, J 0 ).
We can use any combination of the basic relations to get more complex
relations. Let r1 , ..., rn 2 {b, m, d, s, f, e, o, b, m, d, s, f , o} for 1  n  13 such
that r1 6= ... 6= rn . An atomic formula of the form J Rr1 ...rn J 0 is satisfied by
an interpretation i↵ J Rri J 0 is satisfied by the same interpretation for some i,
1  i  n. In other words, J Rr1 ...rn J 0 ⌘ J Rr1 _ ... _ Rrn J 0 .
As an example, we define a new relation called intersection. We informally
say J “intersects” J 0 i↵ J either “during”, “starts”, “finishes”, “equal”, “overlaps”, “includes”, “started-by”, “finished-by” or “overlapped-by” J 0 . This can
be formally translated into that J Rdsf eodsf o J 0 i↵ J (Rd _ Rs _ Rf _ Re _
Ro _Rd _ Rs _ Rf _ Ro ) J 0 . We will use a more elegant symbol Ri to denote the
intersection relation (i.e. Ri ⌘ Rdsf eodsf o ).
3. ESDL
As described in Section 1, our logical framework ESDL should express event
and state-based properties and state durations to model the behaviour of safetycritical systems more accurately. The intuition behind the di↵erence between
events and states can be summarised as follows [17]:
The sentences which describe state-types have the homogenity property.
That is, states have the property that whenever they are true over an interval I, they are true over every subinterval of I. Thus, if the weather is hot
during the entire day, then it is also hot in the afternoon. On the other hand,
events are not homogenous. Events have the property that whenever they are
true over an interval I, they are false over some subinterval of I, because they are
not completed yet. Therefore, if an accident has happened over an interval I,
then we cannot say that the accident has happened during a (strict) subinterval
of I as the accident is not finished yet.
In order to express this semantic di↵erence in system properties, we separate
events and states in the language. Another important design requirement for
safety-critical systems is to express state durations, such as “the total duration of
a state should not exceed a certain threshold”, and critical response properties,
such as “a state should be followed by another state within a certain period of
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time”. Below, we give some example properties that we would like to specify in
ESDL:
P1: The smoke should not last more than 10 seconds.
P2: If some smoke is detected, then the alarm should go off in 30
seconds.
P3: If the alarm has been ringing for 60 seconds, then it must have
lasted for 30 seconds.
P4: If the gas tank has exploded in 2 seconds, then the explosion
could have occurred in 1 second.
P5: While a warning signal is being received, another warning signal
(possibly same) has been received during this period.
P6: During a period where some smoke is detected, another smoke is
detected.
P1 and P2 are the state duration and critical response properties, respectively.
P3 is a typical example of the homogeneity property for states, whereas P4 is
an anti-homogeneity property for events. P5 is a good example to show how
events (possibly same) can be nested, which cannot be done in most of the
interval logics discussed above. P6 shows a typical violation in using states.
Namely, this property requires that while a state is being hold, the same state
holds again. However, states are already maximal, and two states which are
same cannot be nested. Not surprisingly, P1, P2, P3 and P5 are expected to be
satisfiable, but P4 and P6 cannot be satisfied.
3.1. Syntax and Semantics
ESDL is interpreted over a linear time flow, where finitely many events and
states can occur over bounded-time continuous intervals, which are primitive
objects of the model. ESDL incorporates the notion of duration, denoting the
length of a state (or an event), and accumulation, denoting the total duration
of a state.
In the sequel, let E and S be finite sets. We refer to E as the set of event
atoms and S as the set of state atoms. e 2 E denotes an event atom and s 2 S
denotes a state atom.
Definition 3.1. Let e 2 E be an event atom, s 2 S be a state atom, , be
ESDL formulas, k, d be constants, ` be the duration symbol, r 2 {d, d, s, s, f, f ,
o, o, e} and ⇠2 {<, >, , , =}. Assume = e ⇠ k and ✓ = s ⇠ k. The logic
ESDL is defined by induction as follows:
R
R
::= > | ` ⇠ k | s ⇠ k | d s  k | h i | [ ] | h✓ir | [✓]r |
h✓ir< | [✓]r< | h✓ir> | [✓]r> | ¬ | ^
Here, e (resp. s) denotes the time length of e (resp. s). The connectives )
and , can be defined in usual way. For simplicity, we will denote the special
cases he 0i and [e 0] as hei and [e], respectively. Similarly, we will denote
hs
0i and [s
0] as hsi and [s], respectively. Also, in the sequel, we call
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[ ] , [✓]r |, [✓]r< and [✓]r> as universal formulas, and h i , h✓ir , h✓ir<
h✓ir> as existential formulas.

and

Definition 3.2. Let I be the set of all bounded, closed, convex and non-empty
intervals of real numbers, E be a finite set of event atoms, and S be a finite set
of state atoms. An ESDL model M is a finite subset of (I ⇥ E) [ (I ⇥ S) such
that for all J, J 0 2 I if hJ, si, hJ 0 , si2 M, then J \ J 0 = ;.
In ESDL, events and states have di↵erent semantics. hJ, si 2 M intuitively
implies that the state s holds throughout any subinterval J 0 of J. From the
definition of an ESDL model M we can easily conclude that if hJ, si 2 M, then
there is no interval J 0 ✓ J or J ✓ J 0 such that hJ 0 , si 2 M (That is, we do not
allow a nested occurrence of the same state.) We can think the interval J as the
maximal interval at which the state s holds. However, intervals at which any
event occurs cannot be considered as maximal intervals. That is, one can define
a nested occurrence of event atoms. This is stated more formally as follows: If
hJ, ei 2 M, then it is possible that there is an interval J 0 ✓ J or J ✓ J 0 such
that hJ 0 , ei 2 M.
Definition 3.3. Let J, I 2 I be the intervals [t1 , t2 ] and [t01 , t02 ], respectively,
with J \ I 6= ;. The partial functions inter, init and fin are defined as
follows: inter(J, I) denotes the interval [max(t1 , t01 ), min(t2 , t02 )]; init(J, I) denotes the interval [min(t1 , t01 ), max(t1 , t01 )]; and f in(J, I) denotes the interval
[min(t2 , t02 ), max(t2 , t02 )].
Definition 3.4. Let M be an ESDL model and I 2 I. The formal semantics
of ESDL formulas is then defined as follows:
M |=I ` ⇠ k i↵ |I| ⇠ k
R
P
M |=I s ⇠ k i↵ {|J \ I| : hJ, si 2 M and Ri (J, I)} ⇠ k
R
MP|=I d s  k i↵ 8J 2 {J : J = I or hJ, si 2 M and Ri (J, I)}
{|K \ I| : hK, si 2 M and Ri (K, I 0 ) s.t. I 0 = [beg(J), beg(J) + d]}  k
M |=I he ⇠ ki i↵ 9J ✓ I such that hJ, ei 2 M, |J| ⇠ k and M |=J ;
M |=I [e ⇠ k] i↵ 8J ✓ I hJ, ei 2 M and |J| ⇠ k imply M |=J ;
M |=I hs ⇠ kir i↵ 9J such that hJ, si 2 M, Rr (J, I), |J| ⇠ k and
M |=inter(J,I) ;
M |=I [s ⇠ k]r i↵ 8J hJ, si 2 M, Rr (J, I) and |J| ⇠ k imply M |=inter(J,I) ;
M |=I hs ⇠ kir< i↵ 9J such that hJ, si 2 M, Rr (J, I), |J| ⇠ k and
M |=f in(J,I) ;
M |=I [s ⇠ k]r< i↵ 8J hJ, si 2 M, Rr (J, I) and |J| ⇠ k imply M |=f in(J,I) ;
M |=I hs ⇠ kir> i↵ 9J such that hJ, si 2 M, Rr (J, I), |J| ⇠ k and
M |=init(J,I) ;
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M |=I [s ⇠ k]r> i↵ 8J hJ, si 2 M, Rr (J, I) and |J| ⇠ k imply M |=init(J,I) ;
M |=I ¬ i↵ not M |=I ;
M |=I

^

i↵ M |=I

and M |=I

.

where |J| denotes the length of the interval J, Rr denotes an interval relation where r 2 {d, d, s, s, f, f , o, o, e} (For instance, Ro denotes the interval
relation “overlaps”), and Ri denotes the intersection relation (see Section 2).
Here we want the predicate symbol Rr appearing in an ESDL formula to take
the intervals J, J 0 , as argument, to have an intersection segment. Therefore,
we exclude the interval relations “before”, “after”, “meets” and “met-by” (i.e.
r2
/ b, b, m, m ).
To make the formal constructs more comprehensible we provide the informal
meanings of ESDL formulas below:
– ` ⇠ k holds i↵ the length of the current interval is bounded by ⇠ k.
R
– s ⇠ k holds i↵ the total duration of s is bounded by ⇠ k.
R
– d s  k holds i↵ the total duration of s is less than or equal to k in any
interval of length d (where s holds in the initial segment).
– he ⇠ ki holds i↵
holds at some interval (taking place during the current
interval) over which the event e occurs and whose length is bounded by ⇠ k.
– hs ⇠ kir holds i↵ holds at some interval (intersecting the current interval)
over which the state s holds and whose length is bounded by ⇠ k.
– hs ⇠ kir< holds i↵ the state s holds at some interval J (intersecting the
current interval) whose length is bounded by ⇠ k and holds at the interval
starting immediately after J and ending when the current intervals ends.
3.2. Examples
We now give some examples to show how ESDL can specify quantitative and
punctual properties, and how satisfying models look like. Consider the following
property:
Every process p is followed by process q in precisely 5 seconds.
This property can be stated in ESDL as
[p]d< hqid> (` = 5).

Here, we assume that p,q occur “during” the current interval3 . Figure 1 shows
an example model which satisfies this formula. In the figure, I is the current
interval. J and L are any intervals which occur “during” I and at which p holds.
3 Recall

that for simplicity hs

0i and [s

0] are denoted as as hsi and [s], respectively.
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I
J 0 = f in(J, I)

p
J
init(K, J 0 )
`=5

q
K

p

L0 = f in(L, I)

L
init(M, L0 )
`=5

q
M

Figure 1: A model satisfying the formula [p]d< hqid> (` = 5).

Moreover, J 0 = f in(J, I) satisfies hqid> (` = 5) because there exists an interval K
which occurs during J 0 and at which q holds, and the distance between J and
K is 5 (i.e. |init(K, J 0 )| = 5). Similarly, L0 = f in(L, I) satisfies hqid> (` = 5)
because there exists an interval M which occurs during L0 and at which q
holds, and the distance between L and M is 5 (i.e. |init(M, L0 )| = 5). So in this
model, at the end of every interval with state p an interval with state q starts
after exactly 5 seconds.
ESDL is very expressive to specify the type of the relation between intervals.
For example, in the above example if we wanted to express that p occurs “durd
ing” the interval or “starts” the interval, we would simply write [p]sd
< hqi> (` = 5).
sd
s
Note that we cannot express this property as [p]< hqi> (` = 5). Because hqis>
means that q follows p immediately, which contradicts ` = 5 (asserting that the
distance between q and p must be 5).
ESDL also allows us to specify durations of states along with the distance
in between. For example, the property
Every process p which lasts at least two seconds is followed by
process q, which lasts at most one second, in precisely 5 seconds.
This property is expressed in ESDL as follows:
[p

2]d< hq  1id> (` = 5).

Figure 2 illustrates a model which satisfies this formula. In this model, at the
end of every interval with state p and length greater than or equal to 2, an
interval with state q and length less than or equal to 1 starts after exactly 5
seconds. As seen in the figure, an interval with state q and length less than 2
(e.g. the interval N ) is not necessarily followed by an interval with state q.
We can now show how the properties discussed above are formally specified. Below, F1, F2, F3, F4, F5 and F6 are the ESDL formulas expressing the
properties P1, P2, P3, P4, P5 and P6, respectively.
R
F1: Smoke  10
F2: [Smoke]d< hAlarmid> (`  30)
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I

J

J 0 = f in(J, I)

p
`=2
init(K, J 0 )
`=5

q
`=1

K

L0 = f in(L, I)

p
L

`=3

init(M, L0 )
`=5

Figure 2: A module satisfying the formula [p

F3: hAlarm

q
`=1 M

p
`=1

N

2]d< hq  1id> (` = 5).

60io (` = 30)

F4: hExplode

2i(` = 1)

F5: hSignalihSignali>
F6: hSmokeid hSmokeid >
Above, we consider Smoke and Alarm as states, because if they are true over
an interval, they are also true over every subinterval. Whereas, we consider
Explode and Signal as events as they are not completed in a (strict) subinterval.
F1 ensures that the total duration of the state Smoke is less than 10 s. F2
requires that the every occurrence of Smoke is followed by Alarm in less than
30 s. (Note that we assume Smoke and Alarm hold “during” the current
interval). F3 asserts that Alarm has started before the current interval and
has lasted more than 60 s., and the length of its intersection segment with the
current interval is 30. F4 implies that there is an interval whose length is more
than 2 at which Explode occurs, and the length of this interval is 1 (asserted by
` = 1). Clearly, F4 cannot be satisfied in any model. F5 states that the Signal
events occur nested within each other. Finally, F6 states that the Smoke states
occur nested within each other, which violates the condition in Definition 3.2;
therefore it is not a satisfiable formula.
3.3. Comparison
In this section, we briefly compare ESDL with well-known related logics in
the literature. A formal account is outside the scope of this paper.
The propositional interval logics HS [18], CDT [19], PNL [20], PITL [7]
and various fragments of these logics do not have metric operators. These
logics, therefore, cannot express quantitative (and punctuality) properties. On
the other hand, ESDL cannot express certain qualitative properties, such as
unboundedness that these logics can express.
ESDL is also incomparable with the first-time intervals logics ITL [7], DC
[10] (and its expressive decidable fragments e.g. [21]), NL [11] and IDL [15].
ITL does not have metric operators. ESDL, however, cannot express some
first-order properties that ITL can express. DC, NL and IDL can express all
state-based properties that ESDL can express. So, we can say that DC, NL
9

and IDL subsume ESDL’s state-based semantics (In Section 5.5 we define an
inductive translation, which maps state-based ESDL formulas into DC formulas). However, these logics do not support some event semantics that ESDL
does. For example, the property “during the event e another event e occurs” is
not expressible in these logics. ESDL, on the other hand, cannot express properties which require universal quantification at every interval. For example, the
statement “' is true at every interval” can be expressed in ITL, DC, NL and
IDL; but not in ESDL.
Here, it is worth to mention that one important characteristic of ESDL formulas is the ‘quasi-guarded’ nature of the quantification they feature. Thus, for
example, the formula hei existentially quantifies over intervals satisfying the
event e (similarly for universal formulas). So, it does not quantify over all subintervals of the current interval of evaluation without restriction. However, many
logics, such as HS, CDT, PNL, DC, NL, ITL and IDL, lack the ‘quasi-guarded’
character of the quantification that ESDL formulas feature. This feature is very
important to achieve decidability. Another important feature for decidability is
that ESDL has the finite model property. Although this feature does not always
guarantee decidability, together with quasi-guardedness it provides interesting
and useful model-theoretic properties for ESDL. On the other hand, this interaction causes a limitation. ESDL cannot specify ‘fairness’ properties, which
prevents us from modeling periodic behaviours of systems.
ESDL is also not comparable to real-time interval logics RTL [22], RTIL [8],
MTIL [1] and TILCO [9]. These logics cannot express event-based properties,
such as “during the event e another event e occurs”, also they do not have
modality for ‘accumulation’. On the other hand, RTL has a reference to an
absolute clock, which ESDL does not. In RTIL, instants can be specified absolutely or relative to the beginning of the current context, which cannot be done
in ESDL. In MTIL quantification at every interval is possible; but this cannot
be done in ESDL. MTIL rules out equality constraints, which ESDL includes in
its syntax. TILCO extends FOL; therefore, TILCO can express some first-order
properties that ESDL cannot express.
Above we compared ESDL with various interval logics. In the literature
there are also many point-based logics. The most influential ones are LTL [23],
CTL [24], TCTL [25], RTCTL [26], ML [27], RTTL [28], TPTL [29], XCTL [30]
an TRIO [31]. Some of these logics do not have metric operators, e.g. LTL
and CTL. Some logics have metric operators but cannot express punctuality,
e.g. RTCTL. For those logics that can express punctuality such as TCTL and
RTTL, the limitations of point-based logics, discussed in Section 1, apply.
One important point is that almost all of the interval-based logics that we
mentioned are undecidable; except PNL, RTIL, MTIL and some fragments of
DC, which are decidable. ESDL is one of a few decidable interval logics which
can be used in the specification of real-time systems. Also, ESDL has a di↵erent syntax than known logics. These characteristics make ESDL interesting to
explore.
Finally, we note that ESDL is related to some logics in the literature. In
[32] an event-based interval logic is introduced for capturing the meanings of
10

temporal constructions, and in [33] a new fragment of first-order logic with
two variables (FO2 ), a general framework for event-based interval temporal
logics, is defined. These logics are convenient for expressing the semantics of
natural language constructions; but they cannot be used in formal modeling of
real-time and safety-critical requirements. As well as events and event-based
constructs, ESDL also introduces states and state-based operators which allow
expressing quantitative temporal constraints and punctuality timing constraints
over continuous intervals. A general framework for ESDL can be found in [34].
4. Decidability and Complexity Analysis
The techniques used in this paper for the decidability analysis are similar to
[34, 33]. Since ESDL includes the state-based operators, duration operator and
accumulation operator, the formal analysis becomes much more complex. We
remark that some definitions and certain parts in this paper are taken verbatim from [34, 33]. We also note that we extend the tableau method (and formal
proofs) used in [33]. This tableau method (and formal proofs) can be considered
as a special case of the one presented in [34]. Since ESDL incorporates state,
duration and accumulation operators, we need to consider Allen’s interval algebra. In [33], on the other hand, we have only considered a much simpler case,
the subinterval relation.
4.1. ESDL Models
In this section we show that the depth of an ESDL model is polynomially
bounded on the length of a given formula ' whose satisfiability is checked.
Definition 4.1. Given an ESDL formula ' and a non-empty model M, the
depth4 of M is the greatest m for which there exist J1 ✓ ... ✓ Jm such that
for all i, 1  i  m and for some e 2 E, hJi , ei 2 M. The depth of an empty
model is defined to be 0.
When we determine the depth of a model, we only consider event types.
Since an interval at which a state s holds is a maximal interval, and s holds at
all subintervals, it is not involved in the definition of depth. We remark that we
construct M in a such way that if hJ, si2 M, then there is no J 0 ✓ J or J ✓ J 0
such that hJ 0 , si2 M.
Lemma 4.2. Let the number of symbols in a given ESDL formula ' be denoted
by |'|. For a given model M, and interval I, if M |=I ', then there exists a
model M⇤ ✓ M, with depth at most O(|'|2 ), such that M⇤ |=I '.
The proof is given in the Appendix A. The proof is based on reducing the
model M to M⇤ by removing redundant elements from M. We then prove that
both models entail the same set of subformulas.
4 The

definition is borrowed from [35].
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4.2. A Tableau for ESDL
In the following, we define a tableau-based decision procedure for ESDL,
and analyze its computational complexity. We build models whose sizes are exponentially bounded. We thus show that the satisfiability problem is decidable,
and it is in NEXPTIME.
4.2.1. Preliminary notions
Below we introduce some preliminary notions:
Definition 4.3. A decorated graph G = (V, E) is a directed graph comprising
a set V of nodes where every node has a decoration and a set E of edges which
are 2-element subsets of V . For a node v 2 V , a decoration (v) is a 5-tuple
([bv , ev ], ⇢(v), K(v),L(v), L̄(v)), where bv (ev ) is a constraint variable denoting
the beginning (ending) of the interval represented by node v, ⇢(v) denotes the
label of node v (where ⇢(v) 2 E [S [{root, }), and K(v), L(v) and L̄(v) denote
a set of subformulas associated with node v.
Definition 4.4. A successor of a node v is a node w such that there is an edge
from v to w. A path is a sequence of nodes v1 , ...,vk such that for all 1  i < k,
vi+1 is a successor of vi . The depth of a node v is the maximum number of
edges of a path from the root node to v.
Definition 4.5. A temporal constraint is a relation involving constraint
variables which denote interval endpoints.
Definition 4.6. A tableau for a given formula ' is a tuple hG, Ci, where G
denotes a decorated graph, and C denotes a set of temporal constraints in G.
Definition 4.7. A tableau hG, Ci where G = (V, E) is closed if one of the
following conditions hold:
– ? 2 L(v) for some node v 2 V ,
– C is not satisfiable,
– The depth of the shortest path v0 ! ... ! v is more than |'|2 for some
node v 2 V (where v0 is the root node).
Definition 4.8. A tableau is open if it is not closed.
4.2.2. Tableau Method
Given a formula ', we incrementally and nondeterministically construct a tableau
hG, Ci, where G = (V, E) is a decorated graph and C is a set of linear constraints.
Let ' be a formula to be checked for satisfiability over an interval I0 . The
initial tableau for ' is the tuple h(v0 , ;), C0 i, where (v0 , ;) is the initial graph with
decoration (v0 ) = ([bv0 , ev0 ],⇢(v0 ), K(v0 ), L(v0 ), L̄(v0 )) such that ⇢(v0 ) = root,
K(v0 ) = {'}, L(v0 ) = ;, L̄(v0 ) = ;, and C0 is the initial set of temporal
constraints such that C0 = {bv0 = beg(I0 ), ev0 = end(I0 ), bv0  ev0 }. Assume Q
denotes the queue of nodes in V awaiting processing. Then, the initial value of
Q is {v0 }.
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G = (V, E) is obtained by expanding the initial node v0 through successive
applications of the expansion strategy to existing nodes until no node remains
to process, and C is obtained by expanding the initial constraint set C0 with
temporal constraints in existing nodes. In other words, the expansion strategy
is applied to every node in Q until Q becomes empty. When a node is selected,
it is removed from Q.
In G = (V, E), an edge e 2 E between two nodes means that the intervals
represented by these nodes must intersect. Each node v 2 V represents an
interval [bv , ev ], where bv and ev denote the beginning and end point of this
interval and they take real values. The set of constraints C contains relations
between these variables. For each node at minimum bv  ev is required, but
there are other constraints, such as constraints between variables of di↵erent
nodes (i.e. constraints between di↵erent intervals) and constraints enforcing
durational restrictions. For example, the temporal constraint bv > bu , ev < eu
shows an interval relation between the intervals Jv = [bv , ev ] and Ju = [bu , eu ],
which means that Jv occurs “during” Ju .
We note that the sets K(v), L(v) and L̄(v) contain information about formulas that should be satisfied at the node v. Namely, K(v) contains a set of
subformulas, which is not processed (i.e. nondeterministic selection has not
been made), to be satisfied at the node v.5 L(v) and L̄(v) contain a set of
subformulas which are in the form of DNF disjuncts to be satisfied at the node
v. Namely, they contain nondeterministically selected formulas from the subformulas contained in K(v). The di↵erence between L(v) and L̄(v) is that L(v)
keeps subformulas which are satisfied throughout all executions of the expansion
strategy (i.e. serves like a cache); but L̄(v) is re-instantiated in each execution.
The expansion strategy is defined as follows:
Q := {v0 }
V := {v0 }
E := ;
C := C0
while Q 6= ; and G is open do
select v 2 Q ; Q := Q \ {v}
apply the following rules sequentially;
abort immediately when G is no longer open:
Rule 1: interval relation rule
Rule 2: DNF rule
Rule 3: universal node expansion rule
Rule 4: existential node expansion rule
Rule 5: duration rule
Rule 6: accumulation rule
end while
5 Note that when we say “a formula ' is satisfied at a node v”, we mean “a formula ' is
satisfied at an interval represented by the node v”.
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The rules in the expansion strategy are defined as follows. We refer the reader
to Appendix B for technical details.
interval relation rule: nondeterministically guesses the interval relation between v and all other nodes in the graph. For example, assume v is labeled
with a state atom s (i.e. ⇢(v) = s) and there exists a node u 2 V with ⇢(u) = s
and the subformula [s ⇠ k]d is satisfiable at u (i.e. [s ⇠ k]d 2 L(u)). If the
interval relation to be guessed is v “during” u,6 then we set C := C [ {bv >
bu , ev < eu , (ev bv ) ⇠ k} and expand E with a new edge from u to v (i.e.
E := E [ {u ! v}) if {v ! u} has not been added previously (i.e. v ! u 62 E).
Note that in the interval relation rule, we consider the possibility that L(u) of
an existing node u includes a universal subformula which might force that new
subformulas become true at the node v. In our example, we expand K(v) with
, because the formula [s ⇠ k]d 2 L(u) forces to be true at v.
DNF rule: converts formulas in K(v) into their DNF forms and chooses nondeterministically one of the disjuncts. Assume K(v) = { 1 , ..., n } for n
1,
where each i for 1  i  n is a subformula (of the given formula). Let the
Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF) of i be i1 _ ... _ ini for ni 1. Assume we
select the disjunct ij = ij1 ^ ... ^ ijk for 1  j  ni and k 1. Set L̄(v) = ;.
For each ijl for 1  l  k, set L̄(v) := L̄(v) [ { ijl } if ijl is not already in
L(v). Set L(v) := L(v) [ L̄(v) and K(v) := ;.

universal node expansion rule: expands all universal subformulas at the
node v (i.e. universal subformulas in L(v)). As a result of applying the universal node expansion rule, some of existing nodes might be forced to satisfy new
subformulas. In this case, these nodes will be re-visited, which means the expansion strategy is re-executed for these nodes. Assume the subformula [s ⇠ k]d
is satisfiable at v (i.e. [s ⇠ k]d 2 L(v)). Assume also that there exists a node
u 2 V with label s and the interval relation has already guessed u “during” v.
In this case, we expand K(u) with
and set C := C [ {(eu bu ) ⇠ k}, and
Q := Q [ {u}. Namely, the universal node expansion rule forces u to satisfy
and the expansion strategy is re-executed for this node.
existential node expansion rule: expands all existential subformulas at the
node v by creating a new node (or nodes). In the next run, the expansion
strategy is applied to the new node(s). Assume hs ⇠ kid 2 L(v). The existential node expansion rule adds an immediate successor w with ⇢(w) = s,
K(w) = { }, and sets C := C [ {bw > bv , ew < ev , (ew bw ) ⇠ k}, Q := Q [ {w},
V := V [ {w} and E := E [ {v ! w}.
duration rule: checks whether the length of the interval represented by the
given node satisfies a certain bound. Assume ` ⇠ k 2 L(v) for a given node v.
The duration rule sets C := C [ {(ev bv ) ⇠ k}.
6 When we refer to an interval relation between two nodes, such as v “during” u, we mean
that this interval relation holds between the intervals represented by these nodes.
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accumulation rule: checks
R whether the total duration of a state satisfies a
certain condition. Assume s ⇠ k 2 L(v) for a given node v. The accumulation
rule guesses the interval relation between v and any node w 2 V with ⇢(w) = s,
and updates C accordingly (e.g. for w “during” v, we set C := C [ {bw >
bv , ew < ev }). Then, the duration of the intersection segment of v and any w is
added up (e.g. Sum := Sum + min(ev , ew ) max(bv , bw )), and the total sum
is represented as a constraint C := C [ {Sum ⇠ k}.
During the application of the expansion strategy to a node, we need to solve
the temporal constraints in C. Remember that each node of the graph represents
an interval. For our purposes, we model intervals as pairs of endpoints, which
are distinct numbers on the real line. Let T = {bv1 , ..., bvn , ev1 , ..., evn } be a
set of constraint variables. The constraints of a tableau can be represented as
a Simple Temporal Problem [36]. Given that n is the number of variables the
complexity of a solution to a STP (if there is any) can be found in O(n3 ) time
and O(n2 ) space. If the set of temporal constraints in C is inconsistent, then a
solution will not be found, and we say C is not satisfiable.
In order to avoid infinite paths we need to guarantee the termination of the
proposed tableau method. Definition 4.7 gives a suitable stopping condition for
the tableau procedure. Namely, as soon as one of the conditions holds, we do
not need to make any further execution, as we know that the tableau is closed,
and the formula is not satisfiable. We therefore apply the expansion strategy
only if the tableau is open.
For a given formula ' if there is an open tableau, i.e. none of the stopping
conditions is true, then ' is satisfiable, and the satisfying model M is derived
from the tableau. We do this by picking some solution , which assigns real
values to constraint variables in C. Let Jv = [ (bv ), (ev )] be the interval represented by a node v 2 V . We construct a model M as follows: M ={hJv , ⇢(v)i |
for any v 2 V s.t. ⇢(v) 2
/ {root, }}. If the tableau is closed, then ' is unsatisfiable.
Remark 1. In the expansion strategy, Rules 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 are applied
sequentially. Rule 1 must be applied first, because we want to collect all new
subformulas (which must be satisfied at a given node v) forced by some other
nodes before expanding the graph. Once these subformulas are added to K(v),
we need to calculate the DNF form of K(v) and select a disjunct upon which
the graph will be expanded. After this stage we should expand universal subformulas, because node v might force some visited nodes to satisfy some new
subformulas. This should happen before calling existential node expansion rule.
We apply duration and accumulation rules last, because we want to check durational constrains once all nodes have been created in each round.
Remark 2. The expansion strategy is not optimal. Namely, it might be the case
that same interval constraints can be added into C several times. For example,
the interval relation rule might guess the relation between two nodes even if this
relation has already been known. This is due to the non-deterministic nature
of the tableau method introduced. The method can be improved to avoid extra
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computations by introducing some control variables. But this will only improve
the efficiency of the method, it will not reduce the computational complexity
we have found.
4.2.3. Application of the Tableau Method
We now apply the proposed tableau method to check the satisfiability of an
ESDL formula to make the procedure discussed above clearer. Assume,
1
2

=
=
=
=

hs = 1if
hs0 = 2id >
[s0 ]o
hs00 id >

Let ' = 1 ^ 2 be a formula to be checked for satisfiability over an interval
I0 . The initial tableau for ' is the tuple h(v0 , ;), C0 i, where v0 is the initial
graph with the decoration (v0 ) = ([bv0 , ev0 ], root, {'}, ;, ;), and C0 = {bv0 =
beg(I0 ), ev0 = end(I0 ), bv0  ev0 }. Also, the initial value of Q is {v0 }. We now
show how the rules of the expansion strategy is applied to the root node v0 :
# Apply Rule 1 to v0
v0 is selected and Q is set to Q \ {v0 }. Rule 1 applies the interval relation rule
to v0 . Since v0 is the only node in the graph, the interval rule does not do
anything.
# Apply Rule 2 to v0
Rule 2 sets L̄(v0 ) = L(v0 ) = {

1,

2 }.

# Apply Rule 3 to v0
The universal node expansion rule does not do anything.
# Apply Rule 4 to v0
The existential node expansion rule adds two new nodes v1 and v2 (for 1 and
0
2 ) with (v1 ) = ([bv1 , ev1 ], s, { }, ;, ;) and (v2 ) = ([bv2 , ev2 ], s , {>}, ;, ;), and
sets Q := Q [ {v1 , v2 }, V := V [ {v1 , v2 }, E := E [ {v0 ! v1 , v0 ! v2 } and C :=
C0 [ {bv1 > bv0 , ev1 = ev0 , bv2 > bv0 , ev2 < ev0 , (ev1 bv1 ) = 1, (ev2 bv2 ) = 2}
(including the constraints representing v1 “finishes” v0 , v2 “during” v0 , |Jv1 | = 1
and |Jv2 | = 2).
# Apply Rule 5 & 6 to v0
The duration and accumulation rules do not do anything.
# Apply Rule 1 to v1
v1 is selected and Q is set to Q \ {v1 }. Rule 1 applies the interval relation rule to
v1 . The interval relation rule nondeterministically guesses the interval relation
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Figure 3: The graph after Rule 1 is applied to node v1 .

between the nodes v1 and v0 and v1 and v2 . Assume the nondeterministic
choice between v1 and v0 is v1 “finishes” v0 .7 In this case, C is set to C [ {bv1 >
bv0 , ev1 = ev0 }. Assume also that the nondeterministic choice between v1 and
v2 is v1 “overlapped-by” v2 (i.e. v2 “overlaps” v1 ). In this case, C is set to
C [ {bv2 < bv1 < ev2 < ev1 }. The interval rule also sets E := E [ {v2 ! v1 }. At
this stage, The graph (V, E) becomes as in Figure 3.
# Apply Rule 2 to v1
Rule 2 sets L̄(v1 ) = L(v1 ) = { }.
# Apply Rule 3 to v1
The universal rule is fired since [s0 ]o 2 L(v1 ), ⇢(v2 ) = s0 and v2 “overlaps” v1 .
This rule creates a new node v3 with (v3 ) = ([bv3 , ev3 ], , { }, ;, ;), and sets
Q := Q [ {v3 }, V := V [ {v3 }, E := E [ {v1 ! v3 , v2 ! v3 } and C := C [ {bv3 =
bv1 , ev3 = ev2 }.
Rules 4, 5 and 6 do not change anything.

# Apply Rule 1 to v2
v2 is selected and Q is set to Q \ {v2 }. Rule 1 applies the interval relation rule to
v2 . The interval relation rule nondeterministically guesses the interval relation
between v2 and any other node in V . Assume the interval relation chooses the
following relations: v2 “during” v0 , v2 “overlaps” v1 and v3 “finishes” v2 . In
this case, C is set to C [ {bv2 > bv0 , ev2 < ev0 } for v2 “during” v0 (C is updated
similarly for other interval relations).
# Apply Rule 2 to v2
Rule 2 sets L̄(v2 ) = L(v2 ) = {>}.

Rules 3, 4, 5 and 6 do not change anything.
# Apply Rule 1 to v3
7 The interval relation rule could choose another relation which might lead to inconsistency
in C; but since our method is nondeterministic, as long as one choice results in a consistent C
we do not need worry about other bad choices.
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Figure 4: The graph after Rule 1 is applied to node v3 .
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Figure 5: The final graph generated by the tableau method.

v3 is selected and Q is set to Q \ {v3 }. Rule 1 applies the interval relation rule to
v3 . The interval relation rule nondeterministically guesses the interval relation
between v3 and any other node in V . Assume that the interval relations are
v3 “during” v0 , v3 “starts” v1 and v3 “finishes” v2 . In this case, C is set to
C [ {bv3 > bv0 , ev3 < ev0 , bv3 = bv1 , ev3 < ev1 , bv3 > bv2 , ev3 = ev2 }. The interval
rule also sets E := E [ {v0 ! v3 }. The graph (V, E) now becomes as in Figure
4.
# Apply Rule 2 to v3
Rule 2 sets L̄(v3 ) = L(v3 ) = { }.

# Apply Rule 4 to v3
18
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s’
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s’’
J’’
Figure 6: A model for '. The intervals J,J 0 and J 00 must satisfy the following condition:
|J| = 1, |J 0 | = 2 and |J 00 |
0. Note that in the figure the given interval I0 is used to show
the relative positions of the intervals J, J 0 and J 00 . It is actually not contained in the model.

The existential node expansion rule expands by adding a new node v4 with
(v4 ) = ([bv4 , ev4 ], s00 , {>}, ;, ;), and sets Q := Q [ {v4 }, V := V [ {v4 }, E :=
E [ {v3 ! v4 } and C := C [ {bv4 > bv3 , ev4 < ev3 , (ev4 bv4 ) 0}.
Rules 3, 5 and 6 do not change anything. The expansion strategy is applied to
the node v4 similarly. The final graph becomes as in Figure 5.
As can be seen, the tableau generated is open. Therefore, a satisfying model
M can be derived from the tableau (suppose we pick some solution for constraint
variables in C.) A model for the satisfiable formula ' will be as in Figure 6.
Note that the interval represented by a node v with ⇢(v) 2 {root, } does not
appear in the model.
4.3. Soundness-Completeness and Complexity
The proposed tableau method is proved to be sound and complete. The
soundness and completeness proofs are given in Appendix C. The upper bound
for the complexity of ESDL is in NEXPTIME. We can show this by building a
tableau of size 2p(|'|) for some fixed polynomial p. The complexity proof is also
given in the Appendix C.
5. Application to Safety-Critical Systems
In this section we apply ESDL to some safety-critical systems.
5.1. Abbreviations
Let be a formula and ✓ = s ⇠ k. Assume R0 = {s, d, f, e} is a subset R
of thirteen basic interval relations (For the case studies we analyze below, this
subset is sufficient to specify the properties. We note that this does not simplify
the problem. This subset covers the whole system description.) For simplicity,
we will denote hs 0i and [s 0] as hsi and [s], respectively. In the following,
we will use the following abbreviations:
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J

Figure 7: A model satisfying the formula dsek .

• Let r1 , ..., rn 2 R0 for 1  n  4 where r1 6= ... 6= rn . Then,
h✓ir1 ...rn
r ...r
[✓] 1 n
h✓ir<1 ...rn
r ...r
[✓]<1 n
r ...rn

h✓i>1

r ...rn

and [✓]>1

h✓ir1
[✓]r1
h✓ir<1
[✓]r<1

⌘
⌘
⌘
⌘

_ · · · _ h✓irn
^ · · · ^ [✓]rn
_ · · · _ h✓ir<n
^ · · · ^ [✓]r<n

can be defined similarly.

For an informal account of the formulas defined above, consider the formulas h✓isdf and h✓isdf
. h✓isdf informally means that ✓ and hold
<
in an interval J which either starts, finishes, or takes place during the
current interval. h✓isdf
informally means that ✓ holds in an interval J
<
which either starts, finishes, or takes place during the current interval, and
holds at the interval starting immediately after J and ending when the
current interval ends.
• h✓i and [✓] are defined as follows:
h✓i
[✓]

⌘
⌘

h✓isdf e
sdf e
[✓]

k

• dse is true at I i↵ the existence of a subinterval J of I at which s holds
implies that J starts I, and the length of J is less than k. Assume that
k
|I| > k. Then, dse ⌘ [s]df e ? ^ [s]s (`  k).
k

dse intuitively implies that a subinterval J of I at which s holds ends
within the first k time units of I. A model which satisfies the formula
k
dse is given in Figure 7.
• bsck is true at I i↵ there is a subinterval J of I at which s holds, and
J begins within the first k time units of I. Assume that |I| > k. Then,
se
df
bsck ⌘ hsi > _ hsi> (`  k). A model which satisfies the formula bsck
is given in Figure 8.
5.2. DC vs ESDL
Duration Calculus (DC) is a real-time logic for specifying quantitative timing
properties of systems. It is originally interpreted over continuous time finitely
variable models [10]. Since DC is a highly undecidable logic, there have been
20
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J

Figure 8: A model satisfying the formula bsck . (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) denote di↵erent combinations of the intervals J and I. In each case bsck is true.

several variants of DC which have used certain time abstractions such as, discrete
time and sampled time. A discrete time variant of DC called QDDC was shown
to be decidable using finite automata theoretic decision procedure [14]. For
automated validity and model checking the tool DCVALID was introduced [14].
QDDC can specify the behaviour of computer programs running on a component
with a unique clock. However, in this case it can only specify approximately the
behaviour of physical components, and if the system is distributed, it cannot
precisely specify the behaviour of the computer programs that run on di↵erent
components of the system with di↵erent clocks [37].
In [15], a sampled time version of DC, called Interval Duration Logic (IDL),
was introduced. This logic is also undecidable; but [15] defines partial approaches for validity checking such as abstraction to discrete duration calculus
using digitization [38] and bounded validity checking using SMT solvers [39].
Although sampled time logics are closer to automata theoretic models and they
may have better decidability properties, using notions such as sampled time
can also lead to counter-intuitive behaviour. [16] proposes a reduction method,
which reduces the continuous time behaviour of DC to a sampled time version
and preserves the validity and the counter examples. However, this provides
only a partial method for validity checking of DC, and translated formulas are
still checked using discrete time validity checking tool. Various other decidable
subsets and approximations of DC have been studied [40, 41, 42]; but they were
syntactically very restricted.
Although abstraction methods provide partial solutions in modeling realtime systems, they can only model approximate behaviour of systems. Continuous and dense time domains can provide more accuracy in real-time requirements [43] and can capture exact system behaviour. In this context, finding
a decision procedure for the validity problem featuring feasible computational
complexity for genuine continuous domains is an open question.
The logic ESDL and the decision procedure we introduced in this paper provide an interesting approach to deal with this problem. Our approach does not
use an abstraction method, such as discretization. In ESDL, system states are
modeled by intervals which have the finite variability meaning that in any finite
interval of time there is only a finite number of discontinuous points. Since
we can better reason about the behavioural timing properties of computer pro21

grams, ESDL is preferable to the discrete abstractions of DC in this perspective.
In the following two sections, we will model two well-known mine pump [14]
and gas burner systems [10]. Both systems were studied with some decidable
variants of DC [14, 15, 16]; but these variants are based on some abstractions.
Since ESDL is defined over genuine continuous intervals, it can capture the
system behaviour more accurately.
5.3. Gas Burner System
A gas burner is a device to generate a flame to heat up products using gas.
The gas burner system is a safety-critical system as excessive leaking of gas may
lead to an accident. In this section, we model a gas burner system described in
[10], where DC is used.
The critical aspect of the gas burner system is specified by the state Leak,
which expresses the physical state of gas leak. The real-time requirement and
design choices of the gas burner system are described as follows:
Real-time requirement:
For safety, gas must never leak for more than 3 s in any period of 60 s at most.
First design choice:
Any leak should not last longer than 1 s.
Second design choice:
The distance between any two consecutive leaks must be at least 30.
The real-time requirement of the gas burner system can be expressed as an
ESDL formula as follows:
Z
Req =
Leak  3;
60

The first design choice is expressed in ESDL as follows:
Des1 = [Leak](`  1);
The following formula is the formulation of the second design choice of the gas
burner system in ESDL:
Des2 = [Leak]< [Leak]> ([Leak]? ) `

30).

The basic control law states that the requirement is implied by the design
choices, i.e.
Des1 ^ Des2 ) Req.
The gas burner system was also modeled in [34], but the verification of the
system was not established.
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5.4. Mine Pump
“A mine has water seepage which must be removed by operating a pump.
If the water is above danger-mark, an alarm must be sounded. There is a high
water sensor. In response to water being high, a pump may be operated. The
pump must not operate if the water is not high. The mine also has pockets
of methane which escape. Presence of methane is detected by a sensor. When
there is methane, an alarm must be sounded. Moreover, all electrical activity
including the pump must be shut down to prevent explosion” [14].
In this section, by using ESDL, we formalize the mine pump system described
in [14], where a logic called QDDS is used. A mine pump has the following
states:
• HW ater: Water level is high.

• DW ater: Water level is dangerous.
• HM etan: Methane level is high.
• Alarm: Alarm is on.

• P umpEn: Pump is enabled.

• P umpOn: Pump is operating.
Water Seepage Assumptions:
The high water level occurs before the dangerous water level.
Asm1 ⌘ [DW ater]> hHW ateri >
It takes at least " seconds for the water level to turn dangerous after reaching
the high water level:
Asm2 ⌘ [HW ater]< [DW ater]> ([DW ater]? ) `

")

This property specifies a minimum separation of " time between high and dangerous water levels.
Alarm Control:
The alarm will sound within seconds of the water level becoming dangerous.
Alarm will persist while the water level is dangerous:
f

Alarmcontrol1 ⌘ [DW ater] hAlarmi> (`  )
Similarly for Methane:
f

Alarmcontrol2 ⌘ [HM etan] hAlarmi> (`  )
Moreover, the alarm will stop within
levels are safe. Let

seconds, once the methane and the water

⌘ [HM etan]< ([HM etan]> (` > ) ^ [DW ater]> (` > ) ) dAlarme )
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⌘ [DW ater]< ([DW ater]> (` > ) ^ [HM etan]> (` > ) ) dAlarme )
Now, we can specify the requirement “the alarm will stop within
the methane and the water levels are safe”as follows:
Alarmcontrol3 ⌘

seconds, once

^

Then, Alarmcontrol ⌘ Alarmcontrol1 ^ Alarmcontrol2 ^ Alarmcontrol3 .
Pump control:
The pump is started within

seconds of its being enabled:

Pumpcontrol1 ⌘ [P umpEn] bP umpOnc
The pump is stopped within

seconds of being disabled:

Pumpcontrol2 ⌘ [P umpEn]< ([P umpEn]> (` > ) ) dP umpOne )
Pump enabling condition: It is safe to operate the pump only when water is
high and there is no methane:
Pumpcontrol3 ⌘ [HW ater]([HM etan]? ) hP umpEni>)
Then, Pumpcontrol ⌘ Pumpcontrol1 ^ Pumpcontrol2 ^ Pumpcontrol3
Pump Capacity Assumption:
The pump can bring the water level down below the high water level within ✏
seconds:
✏
Asm3 ⌘ [P umpOn] dHW atere
Methane Release Assumptions:
Between two occurrences of methane release there is at least
Asm4 ⌘ [HM etan]< [HM etan]> (`

seconds:

)

The high methane level lasts at most  time units:
Asm5 ⌘ [HM etan] (`  )
System Requirement:
R
The water level never becomes dangerous: DW ater = 0

Verification Condition:
Below a verification condition is established that under the above assumptions
the water level never becomes dangerous.
5
^
R
Asmi ^ Pumpcontrol ^ Alarmcontrol ) DW ater = 0.
i=1
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5.5. Verification
In this paper, our main focus is to show that ESDL preserves decidability
even if it can express punctuality properties over continuous intervals, and there
is a decision procedure, which has a reasonable complexity. In this section,
we will introduce two verification techniques, which can be used to check the
correctness of ESDL properties.
5.5.1. Deductive Verification
In this section, we consider the deductive verification approach to check the
correctness of properties. The idea is as follows: Given a specification of a
system in ESDL, S, and a property, P , we want to prove that S ) P is a
valid formula. Since ESDL is closed under Boolean operators, we negate the
formula we want to show valid, obtaining ¬(S ) P ) or equivalently S ^ ¬P ,
and we try to show that the negated formula is unsatisfiable. That is, if we
add the negation of the property to the specification, then once we establish
inconsistency, we know that the non-negated property is a logical consequence
of the original specification.
Here, we show how this approach is applied to the verification problem of
the gas burner system. Due to space limitation we do not present the tableau
construction (we refer the reader to Section 4.2.3 for an example tableau construction); we rather give an intuitive account of the method.
We, namely, want to prove that Des1 ^ Des2 ^ ¬Req is unsatisfiable. The
universal node expansion rule adds constraints for the end points of every interval (at which Leak holds) such that its length is less than or equal to 1.
Similarly, the universal node expansion rule and interval relation rule extend
the constraint set by adding at least 30 between the end point of any interval
(at which Leak holds) and the beginning of its consecutive interval (at which
Leak holds). Finally, the accumulation rule extends the constraint set to include end point constraints which denote that within every interval (at which
Leak holds and whose length is 60) the sum of the lengths of intervals (at which
Leak holds) is greater than 3. This obviously creates a contradiction in the
constraint set, because the first two cases together imply that the maximum
sum of Leak within 60 s intervals is 2. Since the constraints are not satisfied,
Des1 ^ Des2 ^ ¬Req cannot be satisfied.
This approach is suitable for the small systems; but it is not practical if large
systems are considered. We therefore propose the following approach.
5.5.2. Reduction to DC Verification
In this section, we consider reducing the verification problem of ESDL into
the verification problem of DC. As discussed before, the state-based semantics
of ESDL is subsumed by DC. Assume states hold over nonpoint intervals. We
can translate some ESDL formulas ( ) into DC formulas ([ ]DC ) according to
the following inductive translation 7! [ ]DC :
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`R ⇠ k
Rs⇠k
sk
d
hsi
[s]
hsi<
[s]<
hsi>
[s]>

R.1
R.2
R.3
R.4
R.5
R.6
R.7
R.8
R.9

⌘
⌘
⌘
⌘
⌘
⌘
⌘
⌘
⌘

[ ]DC
`R ⇠ k
s⇠k
R
⇤(`  d ) s  k)
}(ddsee ^ )
⇤(ddsee ) )
}(ddsee; )
⇤(ddsee; true ) ddsee; )
}( ; ddsee)
⇤(true; ddsee ) ; ddsee)

We can easily prove that [hsi ]DC = [¬([s]¬ )]DC , [hsi< ]DC = [¬([s]< ¬ )]DC
and [hsi> ]DC = [¬([s]> ¬ )]DC .
Above, “; ” is the chop operator, which is defined as “ ; is satisfied over
an interval [b, e] i↵ there exists b  m  e such that [b, m] satisfies and [m, e]
satisfies ” [10].
The DC formula ddsee intuitively means
that s holds almost everywhere in
R
a nonpoint interval. Formally, ddsee ⌘ s = ` ^ ` > 0. Note that the ESDL
formula [s]? is equivalent to the DC formula dd¬see, because [s]? is translated
as ⇤(ddsee ) ?), which semantically means that ddsee does not hold in any
interval. This is denoted by the DC formula dd¬see.
The verification condition of the gas burner system in ESDL
Des1 ^ Des2 ) Req
then reduces to verification of the following condition in DC:
[Des1 ]DC ^ [Des2 ]DC ) [Req]DC
where
[Des1 ]DC
[Des2 ]DC
[Req]DC

⌘
⌘
⌘

⇤(ddLeakee ) `  1)
⇤(ddLeakee; dd¬Leakee;
ddLeakee ) `
R
⇤(`  60 ) Leak  3).

30)

Now, we prove that by applying the above inductive translation to ESDL
formulas Des1 , Des2 and Req we obtain the DC formulas [Des1 ]DC , [Des2 ]DC
and [Req]DC , respectively. The resulting verification problem [Des1 ]DC ^
[Des2 ]DC ) [Req]DC is exactly same as the verification problem analysed in
[10], where the correctness of design choices are proved using the proof system
of DC.
Let DC axioms A1 and A2 be defined as follows [10]:
A1

( ; ) ^ ¬( ; ')
( ; ) ^ ¬('; )

) ( ; ( ^ ¬'))
) ( ^ ¬');

A2

( ; ); '

,
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; ( ; ')

Below we prove that [hsi ]DC = [¬([s]¬ )]DC and [hsi< ]DC = [¬([s]< ¬ )]DC :
[hsi ]DC

[hsi< ]DC

⌘
⌘
⌘

[¬([s]¬ )]DC
¬⇤(ddsee ) )
}(ddsee ^ )

⌘
⌘
⌘
⌘

[¬([s]< ¬ )]DC
¬⇤(ddsee; true ) ddsee; ¬ )
}(ddsee; true ^ ¬(ddsee; ¬ ))
}(ddsee; )

R5

R7
A1

We now prove that by applying the inductive translation to ESDL formulas
Des1 , Des2 and Req we obtain the DC formulas [Des1 ]DC , [Des2 ]DC and [Req]DC ,
respectively:
R
Req
⌘ 60 Leak  3R
[Req]DC
⌘ ⇤(`  60 ) Leak  3)
R3
Des1
[Des1 ]DC

⌘
⌘

[Leak] (`  1)
⇤(ddLeakee ) `  1)

Let L denote Leak,
Des2
[Des2 ]DC

⌘
⌘
⌘
⌘
⌘
⌘
⌘
⌘
⌘
⌘

= [L]? ) `

R5
30 and [ ]DC = dd¬Lee ) `

30

[L]< ([L]> )
⇤ (ddLee; true ) ddLee; (true; ddLee ) [ ]DC ; ddLee)) R5,R7,R9
⇤ (ddLee; true ) ddLee; ¬ (true; ddLee ^ ¬ ([ ]DC ; ddLee)))
⇤ (ddLee; true ) ddLee; ¬ (¬[ ]DC ; ddLee))
A1
⇤ (¬ (ddLee; true ^ ¬ (ddLee; ¬ (¬[ ]DC ; ddLee))))
⇤ (¬ (ddLee; (¬[ ]DC ; ddLee)))
A1
⇤ (¬ (ddLee; (dd¬Lee ^ ` < 30; ddLee)))
⇤ (¬ (ddLee; (dd¬Lee; ddLee) ^ ` < 30))
Proved in [10]
⇤ (¬ (ddLee; dd¬Lee; ddLee ^ ` < 30))
A2
⇤ (ddLee; dd¬Lee; ddLee ) ` 30)

6. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have proposed the logic ESDL, which is defined over
continuous-time intervals and can express punctuality timing constraints. The
proposed logic is decidable, and has a reasonable complexity. We have presented
a decision procedure for checking validity. We have showed that although ESDL
is computationally feasible, it can properly specify some properties which were
originally specified by very expensive logics or their reductions based on some
abstractions. We have also proposed two techniques to verify ESDL properties.
ESDL uses intervals as primitive objects of time model. Unlike many other
interval logics, we do not translate ESDL into a point-based variant, and we
therefore try to minimise semantic restrictions. But we can still acquire decidability and a reasonable complexity.
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The future research will include defining an axiomatic system, analyzing
model checking problem and developing a tool for the automated verification of
ESDL properties.
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APPENDIX A
Proof. (Lemma 4.2) Assume ' is in the desired normal form. An ESDL formula
is normalized to the desired form by moving ¬ inwards. Every ESDL formula
is logically equivalent to one in which ¬ appears only in subformula of the form
? (= ¬>). In an ESDL formula ¬ can be moved inwards as follows:
¬>
¬`R ⇠ k
¬R s ⇠ k
¬ dsk
¬he ⇠ ki
¬[e ⇠ k]
¬hs ⇠ kir<
¬[s ⇠ k]r<

⌘
⌘
⌘
⌘
⌘
⌘
⌘
⌘

?
`R ⇠0 k
0
Rs⇠ k
s>k
d
[e ⇠ k]¬
he ⇠ ki¬
[s ⇠ k]r< ¬
hs ⇠ kir< ¬

where ⇠2 {<, >, , , =} and ⇠0 is defined as the corresponding inverted operator of ⇠. Namely, ⇠0 negates the operator ⇠, e.g. the inverted operator of
< is . The cases where hs ⇠ kir and hs ⇠ kir> , [s ⇠ k]r and [s ⇠ k]r>
are dealt with similarly.
Let ' be an ESDL formula which has the form above. We define Le (J)8 as
follows:
L (J) = { | is a subformula of ' s.t. M |=J }
[
Le (J) = L (J) \
{L (K) | K ⇢ J, hK, ei 2 M}
Intuitively, L (J) records the subformulas of ' which are true at an interval J.
If we look at the definition, we can see that Le (J) records the subformulas of '
which are true at an interval J, except the subformulas which are true at some
subinterval K of J with hK, ei 2 M. We say that a pair hJ, ei 2 M is redundant
if Le (J) = ;.
We now reduce the model M to M⇤ by removing redundant pairs:
M⇤ = M \ {hJ, ei | hJ, ei is redundant}

Let m be the number of event atoms occurring in ', m0 be the number of
state atoms occurring in ', and n be the number of subformulas of '. If J ✓ J 0
such that hJ, ei 2 M and hJ 0 , ei 2 M, then Le (J) and Le (J 0 ) are disjoint.
That is, the length of a chain of the intervals at which e occurs is bounded
by the number of the subformulas of ' in which e is mentioned. The length
of a chain of the intervals at which a state s holds is 1 since we only consider
maximal intervals at which states hold. Therefore, M⇤ is bounded by m.n + m0 .
8 The

definition is borrowed from [35].
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Since m < |'|, we can conclude that m0 < |'| m. We also know that n < |'|.
2
It easily follows that the depth of M⇤ is bounded by |'| . 9
Now by using structural induction on the complexity of ' we will show that
for every interval I and every subformula ⇠ of ', M |=I ⇠ implies M⇤ |=I ⇠.
Base Case :
Suppose M |=I ⇠
⇠ = >,
R ⇠ = ? or ⇠ = ` ⇠ k: Trivial
⇠ = s ⇠ k : For any J ✓ I, hJ, si cannot be a redundant pair since there
0
is no J 0 ✓ J or J ✓ J 0 such
R that hJ , si 2 M. Therefore, hJ, si 2 M implies
⇤
⇤
hJ, si 2 RM . Thus, M |=I s ⇠ k.
⇠ = d s  k : Similar to the above case.
Inductive Case:
Suppose M |=I ⇠
⇠ = he ⇠ ki : By the semantics, there exists hJ, ei 2 M such that J ✓ I,
|J| ⇠ k and M |=J . We choose such a J which is minimal under the order
✓, so that hJ, ei 2 M⇤ . By the inductive hypothesis, M⇤ |=J . Thus, M⇤ |=I
he ⇠ ki .
⇠ = [e ⇠ k] : By the semantics, for every J ✓ I, hJ, ei 2 M, and |J| ⇠ k
imply M |=J . By construction, M⇤ ✓ M. Since ⇠ is satisfied by M, it
has to be satisfied by its subset M⇤ . By the inductive hypothesis, for every J,
M⇤ |=J . Thus, M⇤ |=I [e ⇠ k] .
⇠ = hs ⇠ kir< : By the semantics, there exists hJ, si 2 M such that Rr (J, I),
|J| ⇠ k and M |=f in(J,I) . We know that hJ, si cannot be a redundant pair
since there is no J 0 ⇢ J or J ⇢ J 0 such that hJ 0 , si 2 M. Therefore, hJ, si 2 M
implies hJ, si 2 M⇤ . By the inductive hypothesis, M⇤ |=f in(J,I) . Thus,
M⇤ |=I hs ⇠ kir< .
⇠ = [s ⇠ k]r< : By the semantics, for every witness J, hJ, si 2 M, Rr (J, I)
and |J| ⇠ k imply M |=f in(J,I) . We know that hJ, si cannot be a redundant
pair. Therefore, for any witness J, hJ, si 2 M implies hJ, si 2 M⇤ . By the
inductive hypothesis, for every J, M⇤ |=f in(J,I) . Then, M⇤ |=f in(J,I) [s ⇠
k]r< .
⇠ = hs ⇠ kir , ⇠ = hs ⇠ kir> : Similar to ⇠ = hs ⇠ kir< .
⇠ = [s ⇠ k]r , ⇠ = [s ⇠ k]r> : Similar to ⇠ = [s ⇠ k]r<
APPENDIX B
In this section, we provide the technical details of the rules of the expansion
strategy:
9 A bound can also be given for the width of the model, but for the sake of simplicity we
ignore it in the paper. We note that all the theorems and proofs can easily be extended to
cover the width as well. Not surprisingly, the bound for the width will be exponential in the
worst case because the formula might lead to exponential representation of the terms in the
model.
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Interval Relation Rule.
The interval relation rule guesses the interval relation between the given node
and all other nodes in the graph. Let hG, Ci be a tableau (where G = (V, E))
and v 2 V be a node with (v) = ([bv , ev ],⇢(v), K(v), L(v), L̄(v)). We remind
that ⇠0 negates the operator ⇠2 {<, >, , , =}, e.g. the inverted operator of
< is . The interval relation rule is defined as follows:
for any node u 2 V (u 6= v)
nondeterministically guess the interval relation between u and v:
v before u : Set C := C [ {ev < bu }.
v meets u : Set C := C [ {ev = bu }.

- if ⇢(v) 2 S, ⇢(u) 2 S and ⇢(v) = ⇢(u), then set K(v) := {?}.
v during u : Set C := C [ {bv > bu , ev < eu }, and expand E with a new edge
from u to v (i.e. E := E [ {u ! v}) if {v ! u} has not been added previously
(i.e. v ! u 62 E). In the sequel, this will be denoted as E := E [ {u ! v}
v}).
Do the following steps:
- if ⇢(v) 2 S, ⇢(u) 2 S and ⇢(v) = ⇢(u), then set K(v) := {?}.
- if (⇢(v) = e and [e ⇠ k] 2 L(u)) or (⇢(v) = s and [s ⇠ k]d 2 L(u)),
then set either i) C := C [ {(ev bv ) ⇠0 k}; or ii) C := C [ {(ev bv ) ⇠ k}
and K(v) := K(v) [ { }.
- if ⇢(v) = s and [s ⇠ k]d< 2 L(u), then do either i) set C := C [ {(ev
bv ) ⇠0 k}; or ii) set C := C [ {(ev bv ) ⇠ k}, add an immediate successor
w with ⇢(w) = , K(w) = { }, L(w) = ;, L̄(w) = ;, set C := C [ {bw =
ev , ew = eu }, Q := Q [ {w}, V := V [ {w} and E := E [ {u ! w, v ! w}.
- if ⇢(v) = s and [s ⇠ k]d> 2 L(u), then do the same steps above except
set C := C [ {bw = bu , ew = bv }.
v equals u : Set C := C [ {bv = bu , ev = eu }, E := E [ {u ! v}, and same
steps as in the “during” case.
v starts u : Set C := C [ {bv = bu , ev < eu }, E := E [ {u ! v}, and same steps
as in the “during” case.
v finishes u : Set C := C [ {bv > bu , ev = eu }, E := E [ {u ! v}, and same
steps as in the “during” case.
v overlaps u : Set C := C [ {bv < bu < ev < eu }, E := E [ {u ! v}, and do
the following:
- if ⇢(v) 2 S, ⇢(u) 2 S and ⇢(v) = ⇢(u), then set K(v) := {?}.
- if ⇢(v) = s and [s ⇠ k]o 2 L(u), then do either i) set C := C [ {(ev
bv ) ⇠0 k}; or ii) set C := C [ {(ev bv ) ⇠ k}, add a successor w with
⇢(w) = , K(w) = { }, L(w) = ;, L̄(w) = ;, set C := C [ {bw = bu , ew =
ev }, Q := Q [ {w}, V := V [ {w}, E := E [ {v ! w, u ! w}.
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- if ⇢(v) = s and [s ⇠ k]o< 2 L(u), then do the same step above except
set C := C [ {bw = ev , ew = eu }.
- if ⇢(v) = s and [s ⇠ k]o> 2 L(u), then do the same step above except
set C := C [ {bw = bv , ew = bu }.
The cases where v “after” u, v “met-by” u, v “overlapped-by” u, v “includes”
u, v “started-by” u, and v “finished-by” u can be dealt with similarly. As seen
above, each node has a label ⇢(v) which is either root, , an event from E or a
state from S . Here, is used to label (dummy) nodes which represent intervals
denoted by partial functions init and f in.
Universal Node Expansion Rule.
The universal node expansion rule expands all universal subformulas in L̄(v).
Let hG, Ci be a tableau, and v 2 V be a node with (v) = ([bv , ev ], ⇢(v), K(v),
L(v), L̄(v)). The universal node expansion rule for a node v is defined as follows:
for every ⇠ 2 L̄(v)
if ⇠=[e ⇠ k] , then for every node u 2 V (u 6= v) with ⇢(u) = e and
u non-strict-during v, set either i) C := C [ {(eu bu ) ⇠0 k}; or ii) C :=
C [ {(eu bu ) ⇠ k}, K(u) := K(u) [ { } and Q := Q [ {u}.

if ⇠=[s ⇠ k]r , then for every node u 2 V (u 6= v) such that ⇢(u) = s and u
Rr v, do either i) set C := C[{(eu bu ) ⇠0 k}; or ii) set C := C[{(eu bu ) ⇠ k},
and do the following:
- if r 2 {d, e, s, f }, then set K(u) := K(u) [ { } and Q := Q [ {u}.

- if r = o, then add a successor w with ⇢(w) = , K(w) = { }, L(w) = ;,
L̄(w) = ;, and set C := C[{bw = bv , ew = eu }, Q := Q[{w}, V := V [{w}
and E := E [ {v ! w, u ! w}.
if ⇠=[s ⇠ k]r< , then for every node u 2 V (u 6= v) such that ⇢(u) = s and u
Rr v, do either i) set C := C[{(eu bu ) ⇠0 k}; or ii) set C := C[{(eu bu ) ⇠ k},
and do the following:
- if r 2 {d, e, s, f, o}, then add a successor w with ⇢(w) = , K(w) = { },
L(w) = ;, L̄(w) = ;, set C := C [ {bw = eu , ew = ev }, Q := Q [ {w},
V := V [ {w} and E := E [ {v ! w, u ! w}.
where u Rr v is true if the corresponding end-point constraints are in C. For
example, u Rd v is true if bu > bv , eu < ev 2 C. u “non-strict-during” v is true
if u Rdesf v is true. We can consider the cases where r 2 {d, s, f , o} in the same
way. Also, ⇠=[s ⇠ k]r> can be dealt with similarly.
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Existential Node Expansion Rule.
The existential node expansion rule expands all existential subformulas in L̄(v).
Let hG, Ci be a tableau (where G = (V, E)), and v 2 V be a node with
(v) = ([bv , ev ], ⇢(v), K(v), L(v), L̄(v)). The existential node expansion rule
for a node v is defined as follows:
for every ⇠ 2 L̄(v)
if ⇠=he ⇠ ki , then add an immediate successor w with ⇢(w) = e, K(w) =
{ }, L(w) = ;, L̄(w) = ;, and set C := C [ {bw bv , ew  ev , (ew bw ) ⇠ k},
Q := Q [ {w}, V := V [ {w}, E := E [ {v ! w}.
if ⇠=hs ⇠ kir , then add an immediate successor w with ⇢(w) = s, K(w) = ;,
L(w) = ;, L̄(w) = ;, and set C := C [ {(ew bw ) ⇠ k}, Q := Q [ {w},
V := V [ {w}, E := E [ {v ! w}.
- if r = d , then set C := C [ {bw > bv , ew < ev } and K(w) := { }.
- if r 2 {e, s, f }, then set C similar to the case r = d.

- if r = o , then set C := C [ {bw < bv < ew < ev }, add a successor w0 with
⇢(w0 ) = , K(w0 ) = { }, L(w0 ) = ;, L̄(w0 ) = ;, and set C := C [ {bw0 =
bv , ew0 = ew }, Q := Q [ {w0 }, V := V [ {w0 } and E := E [ {v ! w0 , w !
w0 }.
if ⇠=hs ⇠ kir< , then add two successors w, w0 with ⇢(w) = s, K(w) = ;,
L(w) = ;, L̄(w) = ; and ⇢(w0 ) = , K(w0 ) = { }, L(w0 ) = ;, L̄(w0 ) = ;,
and set C := C [ {bw0 = ew , ew0 = ev , (ew bw ) ⇠ k}, Q := Q [ {w, w0 },
V := V [ {w, w0 } and E := E [ {v ! w, v ! w0 , w ! w0 }.
- if r = d , then set C := C [ {bw > bv , ew < ev }.

- if r = {e, s, f, o} , then set C similar to the case r = d.
We can consider the cases where r 2 {d, s, f , o} in the same way. ⇠=hs ⇠ kir>
can be dealt with similarly.
Accumulation Rule.
The accumulation rule checks whether the total duration of a state satisfies a
certain condition. It is defined as follows:
for every node v 2 V and ⇠2 L0 (v)
R
if ⇠ = s ⇠ k, then let Sum be a temporary variable with Sum := 0,
for every node w 2 V with ⇢(w) = s, do either

– set either C := C [ {ew  bv } or C := C [ {bw
ev } (i.e. [bw , ew ]
either “before”, “after”, “meets” or “met-by” [bv , ev ]);
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– set either C := C [ {bw > bv , ew < ev } ([bw , ew ] “during” [bv , ev ]),
C := C [ {bw = bv , ew < ev } ([bw , ew ] “starts” [bv , ev ]), C := C [ {bw >
bv , ew = bv } ([bw , ew ] “finishes” [bv , ev ]), or C := C [ {bw < bv < ew <
bv } ([bw , ew ] “overlaps” [bv , ev ]); and
set Sum := Sum + min(ev , ew ) max(bv , bw ).
Set C := C [ {Sum ⇠ k}.
R
if ⇠ = d s  k, then let Sum be a temporary variable with Sum := 0,
for every node w 2 V with ⇢(w) = s, do either

– set either C := C [ {ew  bv } or C := C [ {bw
ev } (i.e. [bw , ew ]
either “before”, “after”, “meets” or “met-by” [bv , ev ]);
– set either C := C [ {bw > bv , ew < ev } ([bw , ew ] “during” [bv , ev ]),
C := C [ {bw = bv , ew < ev } ([bw , ew ] “starts” [bv , ev ]), C := C [ {bw >
bv , ew = bv } ([bw , ew ] “finishes” [bv , ev ]), or C := C [ {bw < bv < ew <
bv } ([bw , ew ] “overlaps” [bv , ev ]);
for every node w0 2 V with ⇢(w0 ) = s, do either
• set either C := C [ {ew0  bw } or C := C [ {bw0
bw + d (i.e.
[bw0 , ew0 ] either “before”, “after”, “meets” or “met-by” [bw , bw +
d]);
• set either C := C [ {bw0 > bw , ew0 < bw + d} ([bw0 , ew0 ] “during”
[bw , bw + d]), C := C [ {bw0 = bw , ew0 < bw + d} ([bw0 , ew0 ] “starts”
[bw , bw +d]), C := C [{bw0 > bw , ew0 = bw +d} ([bw0 , ew0 ] “finishes”
[bw , bw + d]), or C := C [ {bw0 < bw < ew0 < bw + d} ([bw0 , ew0 ]
“overlaps” [bw , bw + d]); and
set Sum := Sum + min(bw + d, ew0 ) max(bw , bw0 ).
Set C := C [ {Sum  k}.

In the accumulation rule we guess the interval relation of any node w with
⇢(w) = s. If this relation is either “before”, “after”, “meets” or “met-by”, then
this node is not considered while calculating the total duration. Otherwise, we
count it in the total duration.
Duration Rule.
The duration rule checks whether the length of the interval represented by
the given node satisfies a certain condition. Let hG, Ci be a tableau (where
G = (V, E)), and v 2 V be a node with (v) = ([bv , ev ],⇢(v), K(v),L(v), L̄(v)).
The duration rule is defined as follows:
for every ⇠2 L0 (v)
if ⇠ = ` ⇠ k, then set C := C [ {(ev

bv ) ⇠ k}.
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APPENDIX C
Theorem 6.1. The tableau method for ESDL terminates.
Proof. Let hG, Ci be a tableau constructed by the tableau procedure for a given
a formula '. The stopping condition ensures that infinite paths cannot occur
in the tableau, and the depth of the longest path in the tableau is bounded by
Lemma 4.2. Also, Rules 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 in the tableau procedure are applied
finitely, i.e. the number of calls in these rule are bounded. Namely,
– Rule 1 : bounded by the number of nodes existing in the tableau at the
time of applying the rule;
– Rule 2 : chooses only a disjunct from DNF;
– Rule 3 : bounded by the number of subformulas and the number of existing
nodes in the tableau;
– Rule 4 : bounded by the number of subformulas;
– Rule 5 : bounded by the number of subformulas and the number of existing
nodes in the tableau at the time of applying the rule;
– Rule 4 : bounded by the number of subformulas.
We also know that every node of G has a finite outgoing degree, because in
the node expansion strategy we non-deterministically choose only one disjunct.
Therefore, the tableau method terminates.
Theorem 6.2. Let ' be an ESDL formula in the normalized form. ' is satisfiable i↵ there is an open tableau for '.
Proof. Soundness (() :
Suppose hG, Ci (where G = (V, E)) is an open tableau for '. We pick some
solution : V 7! R, which assigns real values to constraint variables in C. Let
Jv = [ (bv ), (ev )] be the interval represented by node v 2 V . We construct a
model M as follows: M ={hJv , ⇢(v)i | for any v 2 V s.t. ⇢(v) 2
/ {root, }}.
Now we show that M |=I0 ' (where I0 is the initial interval). We claim that
for every v 2 V , M |=Jv L(v). We show, by structural induction, that 2 L (v)
implies M |=Jv . Note that, by construction
R
Rof the tableau, L(v) comprises
formulas of the forms >, ?, ` ⇠ k, s ⇠ k, d s  k, he ⇠ ki , [e ⇠ k] ,
hs ⇠ kir , [s ⇠ k]r , hs ⇠ kir< , [s ⇠ k]r< , hs ⇠ kir> and [s ⇠ k]r> .
Base Case:
= > : Trivial
= ? : Since hG, Ci is an open tableau, ? 2
/ L (v).
= ` ⇠ k : By the duration rule, C contains {(ev bv ) ⇠ k}. So, we have
|Jv | ⇠ k.R Thus, M |=Jv .
= s ⇠ k : Let hJ1 , si , ..., hJn , si 2 M (n
1) be all elements including s. By construction of the tableau, there exist nodes u1 , ..., un such that
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Ju1 = J1 , ... ,Jun = Jn . Assume that J1 Ri Jv , ..., Jn Ri Jv for 1  i  n (C,
therefore, contains the corresponding constraints.) By the accumulation rule,
C contains [min(eu1 , ev ) max(bu1 , bv ) +...+ min(eun , ev ) max(bun , bv )] ⇠ k.
This guarantees
that (|J1 \ Jv | +...+ |Jn \ Jv |) ⇠ k. Thus, M |=Jv .
R
= d s  k : Similar to the case above.

Inductive Case:
= he ⇠ ki : By the existential node expansion rule, there exists a node w
with ⇢(w) = e and K(w) = { }. In addition, C contains bw bv , ew  ev and
(ew bw ) ⇠ k. Let be 1 _ ... _ n where i = i1 ^ ... ^ ini (n 1, 1  i  n
and ni
1). By Rule 2, i1 , .., ini 2 L(w) for some i (1  i  n). By the
inductive hypothesis, M |=Jw i1 ^ ... ^ M |=Jw ini . Therefore, M |=Jw . By
construction of the tableau, we have hJw , ei 2 M with |Jw | ⇠ k and Jw ✓ Jv .
Thus, M |=Jv .
= [e ⇠ k] : By the construction of M, for any J 2 I if hJ, ei 2 M, then
there exists a node u 2 V such that Ju = J. According to the universal node
expansion rule (or the interval relation rule) if Ju ✓ Jv , then we do either: i)
set C := C [ {(eu bu ) ⇠0 k} (⇠0 is the corresponding inverted operator of ⇠);
or ii) set C := C [ {(eu bu ) ⇠ k} and K(u) := K(u) [ { }.
Assume |Ju | ⇠ k is false. Whatever the choice is, it is trivial to see that for
any witness Ju ✓ Jv , hJu , ei and |Ju | ⇠ k imply M |=Ju . Assume |Ju | ⇠ k is
true. In this case, option i mentioned above cannot have been selected. Otherwise, C would contain {(eu bu ) ⇠0 k}, and it would result in an inconsistency.
So option ii has been taken. In this case, we set C := C [ {(eu bu ) ⇠ k} and
K(u) := K(u) [ { }. Let be 1 _ ... _ n where i = i1 ^ ... ^ ini (n 1,
1  i  n and ni 1). By Rule 2, i1 , .., ini 2 L(w) for some i (1  i  n).
By the inductive hypothesis, M |=Ju . By construction of the tableau, we
have hJu , ei 2 M. We also know that Ju ✓ Jv and |Ju | ⇠ k. Therefore, for any
witness Ju ✓ Jv , hJu , ei and |Ju | ⇠ k imply M |=Ju . Thus, M |=Jv .
= hs ⇠ kir< : By the existential node expansion rule, there exists a node
w with ⇢(w) = s. The existential rule extends C with (ew bw ) ⇠ k and
the corresponding constraints involving the enpoints bw , ew , bv and ev (These
constraints are implied by Rr ). The tableau algorithm creates a new node w0
with ⇢(w0 ) = and K(w0 ) = { }. Let Jw0 be the interval represented by the
node w0 . Since we extended C with some constraints involving the enpoints
bw , ew , bw0 , ew0 , bv , ev (These constraints are implied by f in(Jw , Jv ), we know
that Jw0 = f in(Jw , Jv ). By the inductive hypothesis and Rule 2, M |=Jw0 . By
construction of the tableau, we have hJw , si 2 M with |Jw | ⇠ k and Rr (Jw , Jv ).
Thus, M |=Jv .
= [s ⇠ k]r< : By the construction of M, for any J 2 I if hJ, si 2 M, then
there exists a node u 2 V such that Ju = J. According to the universal node
expansion rule (or the interval relation rule) if Rr (Ju , Jv ), then we do either i)
set C := C [ {(eu bu ) ⇠0 k} (⇠0 is the corresponding inverted operator of ⇠);
or ii) set C := C [ {(eu bu ) ⇠ k}.
If |Ju | ⇠ k is false, then trivially for any witness Ju , hJu , si, Rr (Ju , Jv ) and
|Ju | ⇠ k imply M |=f in(Ju ,Jv ) . If |Ju | ⇠ k is true, then option i cannot
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have been selected. Otherwise, C would contain {(eu bu ) ⇠0 k}, and it would
result in an inconsistency. So option ii has been taken. In this case, we set C :=
C [{(eu bu ) ⇠ k}. The tableau algorithm creates a new node w with ⇢(w) =
and K(w) = { }. By the inductive hypothesis and Rule 2, M |=Jw , where
Jw = f in(Ju , Jv ). By construction of the tableau, we have hJu , si 2 M. We also
know that Rr (Ju , Jv ) and |Ju | ⇠ k. Thus, for any witness Ju , hJu , si, Rr (Ju , Jv )
and |Ju | ⇠ k imply M |=f in(Ju ,Jv ) . Therefore, for either case M |=Jv .
The other cases, where
is either hs ⇠ kir , [s ⇠ k]r , hs ⇠ kir> or
r
[s ⇠ k]> , can be dealt with similarly.
We have proved that for every v 2 V , M |=Jv L(v). In particular, M |=I0
L(v0 ). We know that K(v0 ) = {'}. Now assume ' = '1 _ ... _ 'n , where
'i = 'i1 ^ ... ^ 'ini (n
1, 1  i  n and ni
1). According to Rule 2 of
the expansion strategy L(v0 ) = {'i1 , ..., 'ini } for some value of i. Therefore,
we can easily conclude that M |=I0 '.
Completeness ()) :
Suppose M |=I0 '. By Lemma 4.2 there exists a model M⇤ ✓ M, with depth
2
at most |'| , such that M⇤ |=I0 '. We will show that there is an open tableau
hG, Ci for '.
The initial tableau for ' is the tuple h(v0 , ;), C0 i, where v0 is the initial graph
such that K(v0 ) = {'} and L(v0 ) = ;, and C0 is the initial set of temporal
constraints such that C0 = {bv0 = beg(I0 ), ev0 = end(I0 ), bv0  ev0 }. A tableau
hG, Ci for ' is obtained by expanding the initial node v0 through successive
applications of the expansion strategy to existing nodes until no node remains to
process, and by expanding the initial constraint set C0 with temporal constraints
in the existing nodes.
According to the expansion strategy we apply the interval relation rule to
the node v0 as L(v0 ) is empty. But since there is only one node, K(v0 ) does not
get updated. Let the disjunctive normal form of K(v0 ) = {'} be '1 _ ... _ 'n ,
where 'i = 'i1 ^ ... ^ 'ini (n 1, 1  i  n and ni
1). Since M⇤ |=I0 ',
⇤
M |=I0 'i for at least one value of i. So in Rule 2 of the expansion strategy
we pick this value of i, so that L(v0 ) = {'i1 , ..., 'ini }.
Now, we claim that for each node v 2 V , there exists an interval Jv such
that M⇤ |=Jv L(v) (Once we pick a witness Jv , it remains assigned to the node
v until the tableau procedure terminates.) We prove the claim by induction on
the stage in tableau construction at which the node v was created.
Base case :
Above we have shown that M⇤ |=I0 'i for some value of i, and L(v0 ) =
{'i1 , ..., 'ini }. So, it is trivial to see M⇤ |=I0 L(v0 ).
Inductive case :
Case 1:
Let w 2 V be a node with ⇢(w) = e. Then w must have been created by the
existential node expansion rule applied to a node v of which w is successor node.
After the node w has been created, we apply the expansion strategy to the node
w. So we first apply the interval relation rule. Let us consider two cases:
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i) Application of the interval relation rule adds no material to L(w): Assume
L(w) = { 0 } where 0 = 01 ^ ... ^ 0n0 (n0
1). In this case, L(v) must
contain ⇠ = he ⇠ ki , where
has the form 0 _ ... _ l (l
0). By the
inductive hypothesis a witness Jv is defined such that M⇤ |=Jv L(v). Let Jw be
a witness for w. Thus, M⇤ |=Jw .
When the existential rule was applied to v, we set K(w) := { } and C :=
C [ {bw
bv , ew  ev ,(ew bw ) ⇠ k}. According to Rule 2 of the expansion
strategy we select some of the disjunct of , and extend L(w) with this disjunct.
It is clear that 0 is the subformula which was selected. So, M⇤ |=Jw 0 . Hence,
M⇤ |=Jw L(w).
ii) Application of the interval relation rule adds some material to L(w):
Assume L(w) = { 0 , 1 , ..., m } where i = i1 ^ ... ^ imi (0  i  m and
mi 1), 0 has been added to L(w) by applying the existential rule in v, and
1 , ..., m have been added to L(w) by applying the interval relation rule to the
node w. Above we have shown that M⇤ |=Jw 0 .
According to the interval relation rule we guess the interval relation between
w and any node in V . Assume for any 1  j  m j has been added to L(w) as
a result of guessing the interval relation between w and a node uj . Since K(w),
therefore L(w), has been updated, this relation must have been either “equals”,
“during”, “starts” or “finishes”. In each case, L(uj ) must contain ⇠ = [e ⇠ k] ,
where has the form j _ ... _ j+l (l
0). By the inductive hypothesis we
have picked a witness Juj such that M⇤ |=Juj L(uj ); thus M⇤ |=Juj ⇠. We
know that Jw ✓ Juj because in the interval rule we have guessed the relation
between Jw and Juj as either “equals”, “during”, “starts” or “finishes” (As we
can see in the interval rule, C has been updated according to the corresponding
non-deterministic choice of the relation.) We also know that |Jw | ⇠ k because
we have selected the option ii in the interval relation rule, and set C := C [
{(ew bw ) ⇠ k} (Otherwise, K(w) could not have been updated). Therefore,
M⇤ |=Jw .
When the interval rule was applied to w, we set K(w) := K(w) [ { }. Since
⇤
j was added to L(w) when Rule 2 was applied, M |=Jw j for any 1  j  m.
⇤
Hence, M |=Jw L(w).
So, we have shown that once a node w is created, and the expansion strategy
is applied, it is true that M⇤ |=Jw L(w). However, when new nodes are added
to V , L(w) might get updated through the application of the universal node
expansion rule in these nodes. So, we must show that whenever new material
is added to L(w), M⇤ |=Jw L(w) remains true.
Now, assume L(w) = { 0 , ..., m , m+1 , ..., m+n } where i = i1 ^ ... ^ ini
(0  i  m + n and ni 1), and m+1 , ..., m+n have been added to L(w) by
applying the universal node expansion rule to some nodes in V . Above we have
shown that M⇤ |=Jw { 0 , ..., m }. Assume for any m + 1  k  m + n, k has
been added to L(w) by applying the universal node expansion rule to a node
uk 2 V . In this case, L(uk ) must contain ⇠ = [e ⇠ k] , where has the form
0). By the inductive hypothesis we have picked a witness
k _ ... _ k+l (l
Juk such that M⇤ |=Juk L(uk ); thus M⇤ |=Juk ⇠. We know that Jw ✓ Juk . We
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also know that |Jw | ⇠ k because we have selected the option ii of the universal
rule, and set C := C [ {(ew bw ) ⇠ k} (Otherwise, K(w) could not have been
updated.) Therefore, M⇤ |=Jw .
When the universal rule was applied to uk , we set K(w) := K(w) [ { }. It
is clear that k was selected when Rule 2 was applied. So, for any m + 1  k 
m + n, M⇤ |=Jw k . Hence, M⇤ |=Jw L(w).
Case 2:
Let w 2 V be a node with ⇢(w) = s. This case can be dealt with similar to
Case 1.
Case 3:
Let w 2 V be a node with ⇢(w) = . Assume L(w) = { 0 } where 0 =
1). Then, the dummy node w must have been created
01 ^ ... ^ 0n0 (n0
by either the existential node expansion rule, the interval relation rule, or the
universal node expansion rule. If it has been created by the existential rule, then
L(v) of a node v of which w is a successor node must contain ⇠ = hs ⇠ kir< or
⇠ = hs ⇠ kir> . Otherwise, L(u) of a node u at which the interval relation rule
or the universal rule has been applied contains ⇠ = [s ⇠ k]r< or ⇠ = [s ⇠ k]r> .
By the inductive hypothesis, a witness Jv (Ju ) is defined such that M⇤ |=Jv L(v)
(M⇤ |=Ju L(u)). By construction of the tableau, there exists a node w0 with
⇢(w0 ) = s. Let Jw0 be a witness representing the node w0 . It is trivial to
see that Rr (Jw0 , Jv ) (Rr (Jw0 , Ju )) and |Jw0 | ⇠ k. Since M⇤ |=Jv ⇠, we have
M⇤ |=Jw , where Jw = init(Jw0 , Jv ) or Jw = f in(Jw0 , Jv ) (Jw = init(Jw0 , Ju )
or Jw = f in(Jw0 , Ju )).
When any of these rules (existential rule, universal rule and interval rule) was
applied, we set K(w) := { }. Suppose have the form 0 _..._ l (l 0). Since
in Rule 2, M⇤ |=Jw 0 . Hence, M⇤ |=Jw L(w).
0 is the selected disjunct of
Therefore, we have proved that for each node v 2 V , there exists an interval
Jv such that M⇤ |=Jv L(v).
As can be seen, C was updated when we applied the existential node expansion rule, universal node expansion rule and interval relation rule. Also, some
extra material is added to C when the accumulation and duration rules are applied to a node v. As we have a witness Jv for each node v, we must have a
solution for C. Therefore, C must be satisfiable. Meanwhile, we know the depth
2
of the model M⇤ is at most |'| by the assumption. Since for any node v 2 V ,
⇤
M |=Jv L(v), ? cannot be contained in L(v). It follows that hG, Ci is an open
tableau.
Theorem 6.3. The satisfiability problem for ESDL is in NEXPTIME.
Proof. In Theorem 6.1 we have shown that the proposed method terminates.
Now, we analyse its computational complexity. We now give a bound on the
size of any tableau for '.
In any node v 2 V we convert K(v) into DNF, and in some cases conversion to DNF can lead to an exponential increase in formula size. However, in
the node expansion strategy we non-deterministically choose only one disjunct.
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Therefore, the out degree of any node is bounded by |'|. We also know that
2
the depth of the longest path in the tableau is bounded by |'| by Lemma 4.2.
2
2
|'|
Thus, the size of the tableau is bounded by |'| = 2|'| log2 |'| (Even if we considered the out degree of any node is bounded by 2|'| , the tableau would be
|'|2

3

bounded by 2|'|
= 2|'| .) So, the tableau procedure builds a tableau of size
p(|'|)
2
for some fixed polynomial p.
We can say that if an ESDL formula ' is satisfiable, then the tableau procedure constructs a graph from which a satisfying model M can be extracted,
of size bounded by 2p(|'|) for some fixed polynomial p.
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